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SYNOPSIS 
This paper discusses the ptJ.;csical and optical characteristics of sign 
materir.lls and also the design and application of a Reflectometer as devi.sed 
and used by the Kentucky Department of Highways in the testine· of these 
materials, Accelerated weatherin" procedures and specification standards 
are described, 
Field studies paralleling the laboratory work and a possible correla-
tion between the two are described, The field work consists of several 
thousand individual observations covering thirty diffel·ent sign surface 
types under actual conditions on a night-visibility driving-course, Most 
of the major types of surfaces now available are represented, . This in-
formation is presented in the form of average effective viewing-distances 
for each type sign material, 
In addition to ordinary sealed beam headlamps, the field observations 
were also made using polarized headlamps and viewers as proposed by the 
Polaroid Corporation in its headlighting c;ystem. Some additional aspects 
of the Polaroid system are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Current night driving habits as pracM.ced by· the driving public are 
characterized by a series of assUJnptions. There is a tendancy for drivers 
to assume that their roadway is clear and unobstructed unless they are 
forewarned of an appro aching hazard such as a hazard beyond the crest of a 
vertical curve, a. break in the pavement, an intersection, or a congested 
area. Glarj_ng headlights of approaching vehicles present equally dangerous 
hazards of a mobile nature. Drivers must rely upon blind faith when pass-
ing approaching vehicles - faith that the vehicle is operating correctly 
well over in its proper lane, faith that the roadway does not alter in 
character or direction immediately beyond the oncoming lights, faith that 
there is not a pedestrian or stalled car in the roadway immediately behind 
the glaring lights. Considering the numl)er of people who travel the hj.gh-
ways by night, no effort ,should be spared in providing the best night-
driving aides to increase the comfort and safety of the traveling public. 
About 1939 the use of minute glass beads for reflectorization of 
highway signs and marker-s was introduced. However, the advent of World 
War II prevented their widespread use until the end of the war - about 1945. 
During that time several states l'Sed all of the mater}.al not taken by the 
armed forces to begin refl.ectorization o.f the signs in their highway systems, 
This conversion was slow and went generally undetected by the public. After 
the war the !(entucky Department of High;•rays felt the need of a specifj.ca·-
tion and testing program ue1der which they could intellig,,ntly evaluate the 
various types of sign sur-faces both from the standpoint of economy and 
efficiency, 
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Early in 1947 a comprehensive study of the optical and physical pro-
perties of reflectorized sign-surfacing materials was instituted. At that 
time there was no publishc1d detailed information available pertaining to 
these materials. Hence, it was necessary to develop a general knowledge 
of these materials and their inherent properties, 
One of the first .forms of reflectorization encountered in this in-
vestigation was a t;ype in which the paint'-like binder was applied to sign·· 
stock and beads were dusted onto the wet paint-film, This was classified 
as a Type II surface, Type I being reserved for older non.-reflectorized 
enamel-surfaces, Prefabricated sheet materials, extending the classifica-
tion in order of ascending reflectances, were assigned to category III. 
Sub-classifications III-A and III-B were used to further differentiate 
between materials having a clear plastj.c matrix and materials havi.ng a 
pigmented-plastic matrix respectively, These are Kentucky Department of 
Highway classi.fi.cations and are used throughout this paper to facilitate 
description of the materials. 
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OP'riCAL 1\ND PHYSICLL CH:\.l1LCTERIS TICS OF BELDED SURFACES 
Refractive Index - Ordinary §"lasses possess refre.ctive indices in 
the range of l-,52 to 1,65. Special glasses may have indices in the order 
of 1.90-. Optically, the higher the refractive index, the shorter is the 
focal length of ·a spherical lens-. Assuming a refractive index of 2.0, the 
focal length of a spherical lens is equal to the radius of the sphere. 
Assuming a refractive index of 1.5, the focal length is 3/2 the radius 
measured from the center of the sphere • Regardless of the size of the 
sphere, when n = 2.0, the focus is at the axial center of the trailing 
surface, but when n = 1.5, the greater the size of the sphere the farther 
the focal point is removed from the axial center of the trailing surface;, 
These hypothetical cases are illustrated graphically in Figure 1.1 
Light entering a Type II surface having a refractive index of 1<5 never 
reaches a focal point, It illuminates a large area on the reflecting sur-
face which, if considered a battery of point-radiating sources, returns 
diverging light ih the general direction of the original source• 
Yfhen light enters a Type III'"A surface, also having a bead index of 
refraction of 1.5, the light is focused at the reflecting surface by the 
properly spaced beads when the illumination is normal to the surface> At 
angles other than normal; the reflecting surface is beyond the focal point 
and diverging light is reflected, At normal and near normal angles of 
incidence this type surface exhibits very high reflectances. For this 
reason, it may be highly efficient under long viewing conditions where small 
angles of incidence m1d divergence are encountered 0 
1 - For the sake of these analogies, the incident light is assumed to bo a 
parallel beam.- hctually light from a headlamp is slightly di vorgent; Also, 
the illustration for T'Jpe III-it neglects the rofracti vo index of the clear 
matrix. When the index of the matrix is approximately equal to that of the 
bead, the focal length of the system is. twico the r;ocdius of the bead mea·· 
sured from tho center of tho sphere, Thus the matrix too bocomos a part 
of tho optical system, 
OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BEADS 
TYPE 111-8 SURFACE 
Highly refractive-, tow~silico glass. 
Refractive index= 2 {opprox.) 
Critical (grazinQ} angle • 30• (opprox.l 
PLASTIC 
TYPE 111-A SURFACE 
PIGMENTED 
- .. -
.... ----
AM IIIlA 
81 NOER 
TYPE II SURFACE 
High~silica, low refractive index glass. 
Refractive index= 1.5 {opprox.) 
Critical (grazing) ongle = 42° (opproll..l. 
Effective aperture indicated by so• chord. Aperture indicated by 84• chord. 
High-silica, low refractive index. 
Refractive 1ndex = I, 5 (opproxJ 
Critical (grazing) onc;ale: 42° 
Aperture indicated by 84° chord. 
I', i gu.r e 1 Optical Characteristics of Beaded-type He:flectlng Surfaces 
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Tho Type III-B surface is shown by tho geometrical illustrr,tion to 
be an optically idealized condition favorable to reflex reflection, 1:\fith 
a refractive index of 2,0, th8 focal point is fixed at the axial center 
of tho trailing surface <:end is otherwise independent of the siw of the 
sphere, Not only does this f'EJature eliminate tho necessity of precise 
spacing of tho beads, but it parmi ts the use o.f graded beads (within limi--
tations) • It .further parmi ts tho use of a more durable binder rna torinl, 
iuthough pigmented binders are used almost exclusively, it is not incon-
ceivable that a lustrous m·Jtal binder may eventually be produced which would 
furnish additional pormcmcnco to a .finished sign, 
Measurement of Rofr.:tctivo Indicos "" Gloss spheres such as t.hcso CJro 
idoal specimens for rofractive indices measurements by thEJ Becke line 
mEJthod (l) • Tho procedure is simple and m<w be completed in f:L vo or ton 
minutes. Tho determination roquir .. )s a simple microscope having a small 
aperture objective and a stage with accommodations for transmi ttod light. 
Tho additional equipment consists of a sot of rofractive index immersion 
liquids, range 1.50 to 2.00, which may be purchased from any of the 
scientific supply companios; ,'1nd standard biological glass slides and covor-
glasses~ 
" .fow of the beads aru dusted lightly onto the slide and covorod with 
a drop o.f the trial immersion oil, the covcrg).;;ss placed ovor tho oil drop-
let, the boP.ds aro then obsorved •vi th tho microscope using transmi ttEJd 
light. On raising tho objective tho concentric lines move toward the medium 
having the hi~hGr refractive index. VVhon tho indices of the glass and im-
mersion liquid aro exactly matched, the bocd cannot be sewn at all. For 
those purposes, it suffices to define the incU.cos Ccs being botwoEJn the two 
closest immersion hquids • CE<ro should be t.'1kon to cvoicl misleading ob-
scrvations on e.ir bubblc;s that may have boon occluded by the innnorsion 
liquid• 
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Durctbili ty - Tho two componon ts of the surfEtco, gl:1ss rmd bindor, arc 
considorod separately: 
Glr~ss beads - Glnsscs arc formulated much in the srunc mnnnor as nny 
other chemical compounds P"rticularly alloys, The usual components are 
silica, cnlcj_wn oxide, leul oxide, boron, barium, and potassiwn oxides. 
Glasses differ equally as much in optical properties, hardness, chemical 
stab Hi ty, and refractive index, as they do in chemical composition, Hard·· 
ness and stability is achieved in low refractive index glasses mostly by 
virtue of a high silica content. The preservation of stability in highly 
refractive glasses is dj.fficult, As shown in Figure 2 - Series 3, a soft, 
chemically l.lnrJtable bead has shown deterioration under both artifical and 
natural weathering, 
Figure 2 is a group of photomicrographs illustrating the types of 
materials considered in this study and their appearances after subjection 
to both artificial and natural weathering, The area shown in each view 
is roughly one millimeter square, Series 1 horizl'mtally shows specifica-
tion TYpe II; at the left, umveathered; in the center, weathered arti~ 
fically; on the right, weathered by horizontal outdoor roof-exposure, In 
the same order Series 2 shows Type UI-A material, while Series .'l and 
Series 4 show T<Jpe III-B materj_al with an unsound bead and with a more 
stable bead respectively. In each case the art1.ficial weathering was 1000 
hours in a carbon arc weathering chamber, and the natural weathering was 
21 months of horizontal roof exposure, Note the similarity in effects of 
the two types of exposure, The weathered samples are in very similar 
stages of their lives, with the exception that the outdoor samples are 
darker due to an accumulation of soot, and stain from their exposure to 
Figure 2 - Photomicrographs of surfacing materials, 1~.t a 
magnification of approxirn2.tely JO diameters. The to}J series, 
horizontally, is Type II; the second series is Type III-11.; 
the third series ifl Type III-B 1,,;_ th soft beads; and the 
bottom series is Ty}Je III-B 'vith hard beads. Left to right 
in ee.ch series shm,rs · unT·TBii.t~ered, art:tficially r-re1cthered, and 
naturally '"eathered samples. 
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the elements, conditions which -were not encountered by the samples exposed 
to accelt~rated -weathering in the laboratory. 
Soft unstable beads may be eas:Lly detected by crus hint; with a blade 
or placing a drop of concentrated h:>rdrochlo:cic acid on the surface and ob-
sex·ving the results aft(~r five or ton minutc:s ul-~der a microscope. A st[lble 
glass vvill remain vi:ctualJy unaffected 1Yhile other glasses ·will show etchiltf( 
or complete solution.. 'The acid will havc3 no a_~;parent affect on ret=:;inous 
binders. A Missouri DepG.;'t:nent of Highways report on trc.ffic paints (2) 
shovved unstable beads to .:Juifer deterioration under simple Yfetting and dry-
ing. Like any other lenr3!l the surface nmst retoin a hi~h desree of glo1:;s, 
otherv.rise it acts onl-T 2.n a diffuse reflecting surface and is no better 
than paj_nt. 
Binder - A pigmented 1J:Lnder is com_parable in rsost respects to a resi-
nous paint. -;veather:i_rt·~ tests suffice mostly to assure stability of the 
pignent against bleaching, cracking of the re,sin, and blistering or peeling 
due to absorption of moi.sture. Both Series 1 and Series 4 of Figure 2, 
as sho,Nn, have survived severe weD.thering tests without sustal.ning any 
apparent damage. In Series 3 the loss of beads is .ctttributable more to 
weatherin_&_1; of the e;lass itself th2n to the deterioration of the binder 
material. 
In Series 2 of Figure 2, T>J}JG III-A, the binder is a clear plastic 
resin backed up by a pigmented lamina. Here the bead-loss is attributable 
solely to a deterioration of Uie binder. F'ail.ure rc;sul.ted _irom shrinkage 
and dr;•ing of the matrix through the loss of plasticiser, and the rate 
of t.his loss was proba.l)ly determined more b~y boat than other factors of 
weatherins;. 
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Prefabricated materj_als must be flexible and tough durin!'; application 
to prevent breaking and tearing in handling and subsequent impression over 
embossed sign stock. Some sheets tend to become brittle after extended 
storage in a warm, dry atmosphere, 
Type III-A and III-B sheets are secured ·to treated and primed sign-
stock by the manufacturer t s adhesives, Adhesives are of two general types: 
thermo-plastic and solvent-activated, Thus far the evaluation of adhesivo.s 
has been considered outside the scope of this research, It will sufnce 
to say that failures or peeling of the surface from the sign-stock have 
been rare. Generally, if there is 2.ny peeling it occurs at the prime-metal 
interface due to corrosion of the metal itself • 
Bead Size - Bead sizes may be measured very accurately by drawing a 
straight pencil line on a section of the surface or sheet and measuring 
about 100 beads along the line with the aid of a microscope equipped with 
a micrometer eye-piece (previously calibrated against a stage micrometer), 
By this method the percentages corresponding to standard sieve sizes can 
be calculated, Of course, when beads and binder ·are obtained separately 
sieve analysis may be obtained directly, 
Generally, the samples of Type II materials observed thus far, have 
had larger beads than the prefabricated sheets. Over 95% fell wL thin the 
range from 0.10-mm. to 0,20-mm, and averaged about 0,15-mm, Type III-A 
materials are limited to greater uniformity in bead sizes ranging from 
about 0,10-mm. to 0.15-mm, and averaging about 0,12-mm, Since 'l'JPe III-B 
materials are not so restricted with regard to bead sizes, averages for 
small-bead samples may be in the order of 0,05-mm, while for large-bead 
samples the average bead size may be as large as 0,15-mm. to 0,20-mm, As 
yet, no significant relation has been shown between average bead sizes 
and reflectances for Type III-B materials. 
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Reflectance Measurements - In adcli.tion to an evalue.tion on the basis 
of durability, it was necessary to devise a system for measurirLIT. the re-
floctivi ty of these materials under angles and conch tions actually en-
countered in service on the road. Preliminary studies of commercially 
available instruments rev-ealed that none was directly adaptable to the 
requirements. Of course, it was apparent that sucli an instrument would 
necessarily be of a photoelectric type. As a result, and with due recogni-
tion of the limitations inherent in any photoelectric device, the roflecto-
meter diagrammed in Figure 3, and shown in Figure 4, was designed and built. 
Briefly, this instrument utiliz.os a parallel beam of light from a 
st~ndard SO-candle power 6-vol t heactlamp bulb projec;ted by a lens system 
onto a two-inch diameter area of the sample, A photocell is provided at 
the specimen end of the instrument for measuring the amount of Hght incident 
on that area, Four photocells aro mounted around the perimeter oft he light 
projec-ting lens to measure the intens:\.ty of light reflected in a cone re-
presenting the cone of vision, This intensity of reflected light expressed 
as a percentage of the incident l:Lp:ht is taken as a measure of the re:f1ec-
tive efficiency of the specimen, The specimen holder is pivoted and pro-
vided with a goniometer scale by which the angles of Incidence can be varied 
from zero to thirty degrees, The angle of divergence of the reflected 
cone is variable by the use of interchanR:oable tunnels of appropriate length 
to provide angles of ilc-de(';ree, 1-degree, 2i[c-dogrees, ·and 4ilc-degrees simu-
lating dist2nces from about SO-ft, to over 400-ft, on the road, 
The photocfJll output is indicated on a suspension galvanometer which 
is provided with a decade-box shunt resistance system for changing the 
sensitivity of the glavanometer, The photocells were indj_vidually cali-
brated ar;ainst a Weston Ste.ndard Foot-candle l!lcter, and the galvanometer 
was similarly calibrated agc::.inst a ;::reston StMdard I;~icro-ammotor~ 
ThJsG four .f.?.ctors; optics, T~!l'r0.ctb.re indices, ck.rability, and 
rr;:;flectancc, servsd as the basic cr-:.Lteria in tho esta.'ulishment of a 
specification for these materiats. 
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~ IIICilENT LIGHT 
..------;>H"otOCELL 
~T FOR SAMPLE 
TO 110 VOLT 
POWER LINE 
Figur'e 3 ~ Pictorial s,nd sche!t!atic diagra'll of the reflectometer 
Figure 4 - The reflectometer assembled for 
measurements of reflectance at 10 divergence 
and 2° incidence. 
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FIELD EVALUATIONS 
In order to determine wh2t labor2tory tests meant in terms of field 
perf'ormence, a field testing projoct was instituted with the following 
objectives in mind: 
1 - To determine the relationship between reflcctanc e and 
average effective sight distance. 
2 - To determine the relationship of target size to average 
effective sight distance. 
3 - To determine how reflex reflector materials perform under 
polarized headlights and with polarizing viewers, 
Field Procedures - Considereble thought was given to the choice of 
a field location for the night-driving course. Finally, an access-road 
to a military installation was chosen because it was reasonably close 
and of good concrete construction with modern grade and alignment such 
that the pavement, shoulder, and right-of-way provided good viewing 
conditions. Since it was not a through highway, traffic was extremely 
light except when v,o rkers were leaving or reporting and those times wore 
conveniently avoided so far as night observations were concerned, The 
road was about two miles in length and, wi.th signs located on both sides 
of the road, its effective length was four miles, Thus, twelve signs 
vmre located on the road going in one direction, and twelve were located 
for observation coming back, 
Another convenient fr,aturo of this road was the fact that t.'1o joint-
spacing was twenty feet which facUitated distance determinations, Because 
of this fo11ture it was doomed adequate to mark off the hundred-foot dis-
te.nces in front of each s:i_gn and use the joints to determine the inter-
mediate distances. Thus the roadway e.pproaching oach sign had large numerals 
p2inted on the surf2ce in the middle of the right-hand lane inclic<lting 
hunc;reds of f8et up to oight hundred, Approximately the same technique 
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as used by Forbes and Holmes in 1938 (3) was used to determine effective 
sight distancos, except that in this case the course was driven at night 
with tho driver acting as the observer, and with distr.nces painted on the 
road surface • 
After all of the signs were placed and the dis tancos marked off, 
liberal numbers of observers were obtained through the cooperntion of tho 
College of Engiiwering, University of Kentucky~ Thr,,e or four complete 
sets of observations wore made each night, an average of about three ni[;hts 
a. week, at random intervals over a period of about a year~ This large 
number of observers was used in order to assure true averages for the 
group and to prevent unique individual differences from exerting a large 
effect on the results;, However; the average age of the observers was 
about twenty years, and thus, their eyesight probably averaged somewhat 
better than that of the average driver~ 
Three ca.rs were u.sed in the field Work, They were identicnl models 
of tho same make~ One was used vri th its standard sea].ed-beam lights while 
the other two (shown in Figure 5) were oquipped ;Vith polarized lights in. 
the place of the sealed-beam lamps in the regular fender mounts~ and with 
PAR~46 traffic iamps mounted inboard and connected to serve as the l.ow or 
deflected beam for the car, Each of these two cars was also equipped with 
the necessary larger generators and with two polarizing viewing filters ::. 
one for each of the front-seat passengers. 
Aside from the sign evaluation, it was of interest to see how effec-
tively the Polaroid Headlighting System eliminated the mobile glare hazard 
which has been previously mentioned, Figure 6 is a photograph representa-
tive of the condition which is now universaUy prevalent in night driving, 
Figure 5 - Two of the cars used in the field 
testing program. Both were equipped with 
polarized headlights, PAR-46 traffic lights, 
and polarizing viewers. 
Figure 6 - Photograph of' vehicular encounter in 
which both cars are using regular sealed-beam 
headlights. 
Figure 7 - Photograph of' vehicular encounter in 
which both cars are using polarized headlights 
and viewers. 
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In contrast Fi?,u~.~e 7 shows a simil,-;.r encot1.nt.s:c in V·rhich ·both cnrs 
are using polarized lir:hCs and. vicviers 111 The r<:::su1t is a ~rectt r(;duction 
in glare Dnd a~1 increc1.se :Ln viewing distance 01nd eye comf'orto These photo-
graphs were made on the nj.ght-driving course using a properly oriented 
filter on a view-type camera. Exposures were in the range of 3 minutes 
at an aperture of f/6.3 with a fast panchromatic film. Because of these 
long exposures it was necessmy to mount the camera on a tripod outside 
the car away from vibrations due to the idling engine, The sj.gn on the 
right and the approaching car are 200-·feet away while the sign visible 
in the background is 1000-feet away • 
The procedure on the night-driving course was to place two persons 
in each car - one driving and acting as the observer, and the other 
sitting beside him with a data sheet acting a.s recorder, The driver 
proceeded along the course at about 20 m,p,h, and identified each sign 
as soon as he could recognize its design, The recorder then picked up 
the distance at that point from the pavement markings and entered it on 
the data sheet. After driving the full course, dri..ver and observer 
chan·:,ed places and repeated the procedure, At the conclusion of this 
second trip around the course the lighting conditions were changed and 
the whole process was started over again. 
In all, each subject drove the course five times under the following 
five lh:hting conditions: 
1 - B.egular sealed-beam headlights 
2 Polarized headlights with no viewing filter 
3 - Polarized headlicd1ts with the viewing filter in use 
4 - PAR-46 traffic lamps without v:iewer 
5 PAR-46 traffic lamps with the polarizing filter in use 
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From this it is easy to see why only four or five observers could 
be used each night, since each one had to make a total of 124 observations 
and drive a distance of about forty miles, 
The observers were cautioned to give the signs a fair evaluation and 
not to guess at their identity or attempt to memorize them, A member of 
the staff of the Research Laboratory rode in the back-seat of each car to 
assure compliance with these regula.tions and to answer questions as to 
procedure as they occurred to the observers while driving the course, 
Figure 8 shows the four targets used in the field work, The first 
group of signs used were regulation-yellow curve-delineation signs, 
Fj_gure 8, upper left. They differed from each other only in the direction 
in which the arrow pointed, The signs were selected to cover a wide 
range of reflex-reflective material then available·, Data pertaining to 
this set of signs are of primary importance since this type of sign is 
widely used in service, 
A second set of signs placed on the course were obtained directly 
from the manufacturers and represented the range of materials covered in 
the first group plus some higher reflective types which had just been 
developed and which were still in the experimental stages. These signs 
were coated by the various manufacturers on regulation steel sign-stock 
as supplied by the Division of Traffic, Kentucky Department of Highways• 
The first target used on these surfaces was presumed to be the largest 
possible message the signs could convey·. Each sign had a large "plus" or 
11X11 placed across its face, Figure 8, upper right; and thus the observers 
were offered the decision as to the target identity as soon as it could 
be interpreted, This large target was used in an attempt to determine the 
maximum distance at which standard-size signs of various reflectances 
Figure 8 - The four tar get-types used in the fieid 
evaiuations, 
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could convey a message, 
After a suitable number of observations on the large target, a smaller 
4-inch letter of 3/4-inch masking tape was placed on the same surfadng 
material, Fi:_sure 8, lower left, The "C's" and "0's" were chosen since they 
have the same general configuration and only the opening in the right side 
of the 11 C11 distinguished between the two and since the size was representa- _ 
tive of the smallest practical letter for road signs • Then the eight-inch 
letters of 3/4-inch width, used on the standard 24-inch by 24-inch ''Stop" 
signs were chosen as an intermediate size, Fizure 8, lower right. This 
time the target letters were "R' s" and rrpr s" for the same reasons of simi-
larity in configuration as explained before. 
In each of the latter tovo casf,s only one of the letters was put on 
each sign, and the placement was at random so that the order would be 
difficult to memorize even subconsciously, As a result of this, the 
decision of the observer rendered a more definite point of recognition 
than could otherwise have been achieved. In all, over 100 observers were 
used and over 12,000 individual observations were made, 
CORRELATION OF FIELD ill~ LABORATORY DATA 
Correlation between the field and laboratory data is shown graphically 
in Figures 9, 10, and 11, Figure 9 shows the results for the standard 
curve··delineation signs for the three types of lighting with no viewing 
filter in use, Thus each curve represents a plot of the relationship between 
average effective sight-distances for one lighting condition and reflectance, 
as measured in the laboratory by methods defined earlier, It is evident 
th2.t as reflectance is increased up to about 0. 20 there is a proportional 
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increase in the ef'fecti ve sight-distance, However, above this point 
increasing the reflectance of the sign surface has little effect on the 
averaf;e effective sight-distance, Visual acuity is considered the limit-
ing factor here, and there is evidently an optimum value of reflectance 
above ,,rhich an increase is of no value in extending the distance at which 
the sign is effective. 
Ip general the Type I signs are represented on the curves EJ.t reflec-
tanccs j_n the range about 0.10. Type II materie.ls range between 0,10 and 
0.15, while T,ype III sheeting accounts for the remainder of the high end 
of the curve._ There is,_ of course, some overlapping of these ra.n:~es and 
no sharp point of separation can be identified, 
Figure 10 shows the s~me data for the same set of 'signs except that 
the polarizing viewing-filter was used with the PAR-46 lamps and polarized 
lamps. The use of the polarizing vi8wer with the non-polarized PA.'l-46 
traffic lamps result in their being slightly less cffecti ve ~han the 
sealed-beam uppers. This is as might be expected since the traffic lamps 
are designed to replace the sealed-beam lower or deflected beam for city 
driving and for passing cars not equipped with polarizing viewers as pro-
tection from the polarized headlamps. 
In Figure 10, the points are shown from which the curves were drawn. 
This was done because the use of the filter resulted in rather erratic data 
as compared to the same cond,ition without filter. Note that the points far 
curve No. 1, which is representative of all the curves for unfiltered view-
ing conditions, fall into a very smooth curve. However, when the filter is 
introduced the data are not so well aligned and thus it becomes necessary 
to average these points wj_ th a curve. This irregular performance with the 
filter may be att6butable to differential-absorption effects of the filter 
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toward the signs which were of various shades of yellow. 
Figure ll is a summary of all of the data obtained from the field work. 
Note here that the range of reflectance has been increased by the addition 
of some highly reflective surfacing materials, For this reason the scale 
is diminished as compared to the previous two figures, The standard curve-
delineation sign under sealed-beam lighting is shown on this graph as a 
dashed and dotted line. The dashed portil'n of this curve is the same as 
curve No. l in Figure 9 and Figure 10, The dotted portion is an extra-
polation of these data into hi::;her reflectance ranges. 
A family of curves has been defined by the data for each target size 
and the five lighting-viewing conditions. The family of curves on the left 
represents the data obtained v6th the 4-inch letters, the smallest letters, 
and the family on the right result from the use of the largest design, The 
intermediate 8-inch letter is not shown since it falls, as might be expected, 
between the two extremes and would serve only to make the figure confusing 
by the multiplicity of curves. 
Note that the separation of the curves within a fa~1ily increases with 
an increase in design size, This means ~hat vd th larger target sizes an 
increase in the incident light has a larger effect on the sight distance 
than it does with the smaller tar,:;ets, These curves again show that abar e 
reflectance values of approximately 0,20 the advantageous increase between 
sight-distance and reflectance is lost, This, of course, excludes the 
factor of prominence or the capacity of a highly reflective surface to 
attract attention even though the messagc: may not be read, Higher reflec-
ances may contribute to the attention facr.;or, but do not greatly increase 
the distance at which the message of the sign is effective, 
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APPLICATIONS OF THE DATA 
So far as the use of the laboratory data and techniques are concerned, 
specification requirements for three general classes of materials were 
estaolished in 19l1B. Aside from minor revisions, the need for which became 
apparent in the lio,ht of experience, this specification··has served the 
Kentucky Department of Highways, Division of Traffic, quite satisfactorily 
in the purchase of reflectorized sign-surfacing materials since that time, 
Results of the field observaUons at this early date have not been 
worked into pract~ce so spedfically. However, the significance of the 
results is apparent and they do provide a basis for estimating the ef-
fectiveness of mater:ials in the different specification classes, Conversely 
the field data offer a straight-forward approach to selecting the range 
of reflectance appropriate for any set of r\)!ral night driving conditions, 
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